NDASA Business Savings

The Benefit:
By using the 2 Day service with One Rate (Express), you will get added discounts with your
pricing program, so envelopes will only cost $7.50, Paks are $9.50, small boxes are $11.50
and medium boxes are $13.95 to ship.
How to Join:
NDASA will add your FedEx account number under our Master Account. You maintain your
account and billing but receive our group discount pricing. Notify Jo McGuire if you wish to join
at: jomcguire@ndasa.com

NDASA members are enrolled in the Staples WorkWins program. Cost savings include:

i3Promoz Offers 15% OFF
Promotional Product Orders for NDASA Members!
i3Promoz is an experienced promotional products distributor focused on helping our clients grow
their business by building brand awareness using strategically selected advertising specialty
products.
Promotional products, also known as ad specialties, make up a nearly $22 billion dollar industry and
are used by virtually every business in America. Why? Items like mugs, pens and t-shirts are
memorable and provide a better cost per impression for advertisers than almost every major
marketing effort like TV, magazines and the Internet. We can supply your company with every
possible promotional product from over 3000 suppliers. With so many ad specialties available there
is a huge opportunity for professionals like you to boost ROI and leave a lasting impression with your
customers.
Our mission is to help you create long-lasting relationships with your clients through the power of
promotional products.
For questions about this Member Benefit, reach out to: Rachel Geib at i3Promoz.

The Benefit:
Group Membership pricing to individuals who are affiliated with NDASA for Air Ambulance services
with no out-of-pocket flight expenses if flown by a Company providing pre-paid protection to the
nearest medical facility for medical conditions that are deemed to be life or limb threatening or that
could lead to permanent disability and which require emergency air ambulance transport. Members
and households can use the AirMedCare Network.
Special Discount Pricing Options:
$9/month $65/annually $185/3 years $300/5 years $575/10 years
(AK and HI available with different pricing structure)
How to Join:
Request the application and agreement terms via email to Jo McGuire at: jomcguire@ndasa.com
(Not available in CT, DE, FL, ID, ME, MD, MA, MT, NH, MJ, NY, ND, PA, RI, SD, VT, WA, WI and
WY)

